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ABSTRACT
This project calculates the melting temperature as a function of pressure for a
system defined by the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential using molecular dynamic
simulations. In a single atomistic simulation, the initial conditions are manipulated such
that both a liquid and solid phase exist when thermal equilibrium is reached. Phase
coexistence indicates that these simulations must be at the melting point, which means
the average pressure and temperature provides a data point for the coexistence line
between the liquid and solid phase. For this project, over 100 coexistence point
simulations were created, and the interpolation of the average pressure and temperature
from these simulations agree to within 1% of literature values that were obtained with a
number of different simulation techniques.
The molecular dynamic simulations were performed using the software package
LAMMPS. Several additional algorithms and codes were needed for this project. Two
primary tools that were developed include a liquid/solid phase quantifying algorithm that
determined if an atom was in a liquid or solid region, and a re-sizing method that could
be performed automatically by the computer to create many coexistence point
simulations.
The liquid/solid phase quantifying algorithm allowed the computer to cull any
simulations which did not occur at a coexistence point; later in the project, this algorithm
also allowed the density of the liquid and solid within a coexistence point simulation to
be calculated using a modified Monte Carlo integration algorithm.
The re-sizing method simply changed the volume of a previous coexistence point
simulation while simultaneously changing the temperature to prevent the simulation from
collapsing to a liquid or solid. It was found that a simulation requires about 200k
iterations to reach equilibrium after the re-sizing method was implemented. Despite the
long time necessary to reach equilibrium, the re-sizing method successfully created a
coexistence point simulation every time it was tested, which is to say, the re-sizing
method successfully created over 100 coexistence point simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this research project is to develop tools to allow one to produce the
pressure vs temperature curve at the melting point for a system defined by a given potential. The
reason for developing these tools is to allow a follow up research project to verify whether or not
a modified aluminum potential can recreate the pressure vs temperature curve at the melting point
of aluminum using computer simulations.
Given that the eventual goal is to verify whether or not a modified potential can recreate
an observable, the eventual goal seems odd since the potential is usually assumed to be true while
the observable is found for that potential; the reason for this oddity is because the modified
potential will be used to explore molecular dynamics using Newtonian mechanics.
Considering the small scales needed to explore molecular dynamics, one would expect
quantum mechanics to be used in the simulations that explore molecular dynamics. However;
simulations that use quantum mechanics have a much longer computation time than similar
simulations that use Newtonian mechanics. In particular, Heinz et al. note that molecular
simulations composed of 103 atoms that use quantum mechanics can take up to a million times
longer than simulations composed of 106 atoms that use Newtonian mechanics in combination
with a modified potential1.
Although simulations that use Newtonian mechanics are faster than simulations that use
quantum mechanics, simulations that explore molecular dynamics using Newtonian mechanics
must use a modified potential in order to recreate the observables. For example, an electron
bound in a hydrogen atom has a lowest energy state according to quantum mechanics, so the
electron can emit at most a finite number of photons before reaching the ground state. On the
other hand; according to Maxwell's equations, an accelerating electron emits light. Since the
electron in a hydrogen atom must accelerate according to Newtonian mechanics, the electron will
emit light endlessly as it spirals ever closer to the nucleus.
One way to prevent the electron in a hydrogen atom from emitting light endlessly is to
use a modified potential that creates an energy minimum at a Bohr radius; this energy minimum
would prevent the electron from emitting light indefinitely as the electron would not have spare
energy to emit light when in a circular orbit at a Bohr radius.
Although trying to model an electron in a hydrogen atom using a modified potential is an
extreme example, the same modified potential technique is used to explore molecular dynamics
using Newtonian mechanics. There are a variety of ways to find a modified potential, but the
goal of this project is to develop the tools that would allow one to create the pressure vs
temperature curve at the melting point of a given potential, which is itself a small step towards
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verifying whether or not a modified aluminum potential can adequately recreate an observable.
Although I had to develop some of the tools necessary to create the pressure vs
temperature curve, many of the tools were already developed by others. The tools and techniques
used in this project that were already developed by others include the following: a coexistence
point technique explored by Morris et al. was used to extract the data needed to create the
pressure vs temperature curve at the melting point 2; and a software package called Large-Scale
Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator, otherwise known as LAMMPS, was used to run
the simulations3.
The technique explored by Morris et al. used coexistence point simulations which were
held at fixed energy and volume2. A simulation at a coexistence point contains both a solid and
liquid phase when thermal equilibrium is reached. Phase coexistence indicates that such a
simulation must be at the melting point, which means the average pressure and temperature
provides a data point for the coexistence line between the liquid and solid phase 2. Morris et al.
note the following two properties of a coexistence point simulation: the system is not sensitive to
system size, and the system is inherently stable2.
To demonstrate the stability of a coexistence point simulation, consider what happens
when the simulation has a temperature that is slightly higher than the melting point. Since the
temperature is higher than the melting point, some of the solid will melt, but the heat required to
melt the solid comes from the system itself which cools the system towards the melting point.
The stability of the system allows the creation of simulations at a coexistence point by
predicting the conditions necessary to maintain a coexistence point 2. In the simplest case, the
volume of a previous coexistence point simulation can be changed slightly, and the system will
naturally heat up or cool down towards the melting point, but this comes at the cost of turning
some liquid into solid or vice versa which could potentially cause the system to liquify or solidify.
To help prevent a simulation from collapsing into a liquid or solid, Morris et al. used a system
box with relative dimensions of 1x1x4 (ref. 2). In the same vein, all simulations in this project
were run at constant volume and energy using a box with relative dimensions of 1x1x4.
Once a simulation is found to be at a coexistence point, the pressure and temperature
calculations can be implemented by using equation 1.1 and 1.2. The software package LAMMPS
was used to run the simulations and calculate the instantaneous pressure and temperature.
LAMMPS has been under development since the mid 1990's under a variety of authors 3, so it is
very unlikely that a single author could create software as robust as LAMMPS in a reasonable
amount of time.
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KE= N⋅k b⋅T
2

(equations 1.1)(Ref. 3)
N

r⃗i⋅ ⃗
fi
N⋅k b⋅T ∑
i=1
P=
+
(equation 1.2)(Ref. 3)
V
3⋅V
Where KE is the total kinetic energy of the system,
N is the number of atoms in the system,
k b is the Boltzmann constant,
T is the temperature,
P is the pressure,
V is the volume of the system,
r⃗i is the position of the i'th atom relative to the center of mass,
and ⃗
f i is the net force on the i'th atom.
LAMMPS allows the user to define potentials, so LAMMPS can be used in the follow up
project that will use a modified aluminum potential. Another useful feature of LAMMPS is the
ability to create restart files that allow a simulation to be run in small chunks rather than all at
once. Unfortunately, the restart file is not platform independent, which means a restart file
created on a Windows OS is not compatible with LAMMPS on a Linux OS.
The goal is to extract the pressure vs temperature curve at the melting point by using
LAMMPS to create simulations which occur at a coexistence point. The pressure and
temperature of each coexistence point simulation provides a data point on the line between the
liquid and solid phase. The tools and techniques required to reach the goal seem well defined, but
the creation of coexistence point simulations by hand is tedious, so the purpose of this project is
to minimize the human effort needed to find the pressure vs temperature curve at the melting
point.
The tools and techniques developed in this project include the following: a Python script
that can consistently create simulations that occur at a coexistence point using a re-sizing method,
a method to test when a group of simulations have reached equilibrium, a phase quantifying
algorithm that can determine if an atom is in a liquid or solid region, and an algorithm that
calculates the solid and liquid density in a simulation which occurs at a coexistence point. As the
tools are related to trying to extract data, these tools and techniques are described in detail within
the methods section.
In order to verify the accuracy of the tools that were developed, the tools were applied to
finding the pressure vs temperature curve at the melting point of a system defined by a modified
Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential. The modified Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential is defined in equation
1.3.
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Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential=Φ(r )=4⋅ϵ⋅ σ − σ ⋅χ E ( r )
(equation 1.3)
r
r
Where E={ r ∈ℝ+ :r <Rc } , R c=cutOff Radius , and χ E ( r )=(1if r ∈E ; 0 otherwise)

This modified Lennard-Jones potential was chosen due to previous work where Mastny
et al. minimized systemic errors in the pressure vs temperature at the melting point for this
potential. Mastny et al. explored the systemic errors due to finite system size and cutoff radius;
they found that a system size of 864 atoms was necessary to keep systemic errors due to system
size under 1%, while a cutoff radius of about 5σ was required to keep the temperature variations
under 1% for a simulation at a pressure of 1.0. Using the results of Mastny et al. as a guide, this
project used 8192 atoms for each simulation, and the cutoff radius was increased twice to
improve the accuracy of the final results.
Some of the results from Mastny et al. include the following interpolations:

P coex=β−5/ 4⋅exp (−0.4759⋅β1 / 2)⋅(16.89−8.2269⋅β−2.3980⋅β2)(equation 1.4)(ref. 4)
ρsolid =β−1/ 4⋅( 0.908629−0.041510⋅β+0.514632β2
−0.708590⋅β3+0.428351⋅β4−0.095229⋅β5 ) (equation 1.5)(ref. 4)
ρliquid =β−1/ 4⋅( 0.90735−0.27120⋅β+0.91784⋅β2−1.16270⋅β3
+0.68012⋅β4−0.15284⋅β5 ) (equation 1.6)(ref. 4)
1
Where β=
k B⋅T
Pcoex is the melting pressure, while ρliquid and ρsolid are the liquid and solid density. If liquid
was the only phase present in a simulation, then the density of the liquid could be computed
easily, but a coexistence point simulation contains both a solid and liquid, so the density
calculations are not simple. To calculate the density of the liquid and solid in a coexistence
simulation, the phase quantifying algorithm was used in combination with a modified Monte
Carlo integration algorithm to calculate the liquid and solid densities of a simulation.
After the average pressure, average temperature, and average liquid/solid density are
computed from coexistence point simulations, the results are compared with the results from
Mastny et al.
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II. METHODS
A. Overview

Figure 2.1: An idealized flow chart of the methods section.
As indicated in figure 3.1, the method section consists of three phases. The purpose of
the setup phase is to create many simulations that occur at a coexistence point with minimal
human effort. The purpose of the convergence phase is to ensure that each simulation has
reached equilibrium, and that each simulation will not change with respect to small changes in
cutoff radius or Δt. The purpose of the data collection phase is to extract the desired data from
each simulation.
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B. Setup Phase
Creating the pressure vs temperature curve revolves around the creation of simulations at
constant pressure and volume that occur at a coexistence point, so in order to create this curve
efficiently, a method to consistently produce simulations that occur at coexistence point was
needed. A tedious method to create coexistence point simulations was developed, but this method
turned out to be time consuming due to the amount of work needed to set up a simulation. To
reduce the amount of work needed to set up a simulation, a re-sizing method was implemented
that re-sized the volume of a previous coexistence point simulation while simultaneously
changing the temperature to prevent the simulation from collapsing to a solid or liquid.
After a method was developed to consistently create simulations that occurred at a
coexistence point, reasonable initial variables variables were determined as a function of the
average density of the simulation. The only variables that could vary as a simulation progressed
are the cutoff radius and the Δt. The cutoff radius, which is defined in equation 1.3, is the radius
at which the force is assumed to be zero when two atoms are further than the cutoff radius, while
the Δt determines how much time will elapse for each iteration.
In the early stages of the project, simulations that occurred at a coexistence point were
created by hand using a tedious method. The tedious method involved initializing all the atoms in
a box to a perfect fcc solid, then initializing half the box to absolute zero while increasing the
initial temperature of the other half until the hot side nucleated into a liquid in a reasonable
amount of time. Since the hot side was given just enough heat to turn into a liquid, the cold side
will absorb heat from the hot side which will cause the hot side to collapse back into a solid. To
prevent this collapse, the initial temperature of the cold side is increased until the simulation is
observed to come to equilibrium at a coexistence point. Although this method can systematically
create coexistence point simulations, the method is time consuming since a new simulation needs
to be run if the initial temperature fails to turn the hot side into a liquid or if the simulation fails to
come to equilibrium at a coexistence point.
To reduce the amount of work needed to set up a coexistence point simulation, a re-sizing
method was implemented that re-sized the volume of a previous coexistence point simulation to
create a new simulation. If the volume was the only variable that was changed, then the new
simulation would come to equilibrium at a coexistence point for small changes in volume, but the
new simulation would collapse to either a solid or liquid if the change in volume was large. To
prevent this collapse for large changes in volume, the temperature was changed at the same time
to a temperature that was predicted to prevent the collapse.
Interpolation was used to predict the temperature required to prevent the collapse when
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the volume of a simulation was changed. The interpolation was a sixth order Taylor series
centered in the middle of the temperature range that was initially explored. The data was taken
from coexistence point simulations, and the average temperature at equilibrium vs the average
density was interpolated. To generate the data to be interpolated, eight coexistence point
simulations were created by hand using the tedious method. Using the interpolation, the re-sizing
method was verified by creating four new simulations which were observed to come to
equilibrium at a coexistence point; this indicates that the re-sizing method was a viable
alternative to the tedious method. As new simulations were created, the data from those
simulations were used to find a better interpolation.
Although coexistence point simulations can be created on demand using the re-sizing
method, the data from those simulations will be worthless unless proper initial variables can be
determined for each simulation. The only two variables yet to be determined are the cutoff radius
and the Δt.
The computation time is proportional to the number of atoms within a cutoff radius, so
the computation time increases like O(Rc3) where Rc is the cutoff radius; this means that if the
cutoff radius is doubled, then the computation time should increase by a factor of eight. To take
advantage of this O(Rc3) computation time, a relatively small cutoff radius of 2.5σ was used until
all simulations reached equilibrium, then the cutoff radius was increased to 3.78 unit_cells avg.
After using the 3.78 unit_cellsavg cutoff radius for 300k iterations, the cutoff radius was increased
to 5.04 unit_cellsavg.
A unit_cellavg is defined to be the length of one side of a unit cell if all the atoms within
the simulation were a perfect fcc solid. In other words, a unit_cell avg is defined as follows:
1 /3

unit _ cell avg=

4
(1/ 3)
(averageDensity )

(equation 2.1)

The Δt defines how much time passes between each iteration. A Δt that is too small will
cause a simulation to do a lot of nothing over many iterations, while a Δt that is too large can
cause a simulation to blow up. To complicate things further, a Δt that is perfect for one
simulation may cause another simulation at a higher average density or temperature to blow up.
Since a reasonable Δt is required for simulations that occur at various densities and temperatures,
the reasonable Δt was found as a function of the average density and temperature using crude
approximations.
The first crude approximation was that a simulation was assumed to blow up when the
number of iterations for an average particle to traverse a unit_cell avg dropped below a critical
value. The second approximation was that the simulation was at thermal equilibrium, and that the
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force on the particles was assumed to be zero so that each atom would not experience
acceleration. Using these crude approximations, the reasonable Δt curve can be derived as
follows:

k1
where k1 is some constant
(1 /3)
(averageDensity )
L
t0=time to traverse unit_cell avg =
where V avg is the average speed
V avg
N
m⋅V 2i 3
KE=∑
= N⋅k b⋅T from this it can be seen that
2
2
1
V rms =k2⋅√ T where k2 is some constant.
Further assume that V avg =V rms so that
L
k3
t0=
=
where k3 is some constant.
V avg √( T )⋅(averageDensity )(1 /3)
t0
n=number of iterations needed to traverse a unit cell= =n
Δt
t0
k3
solve for Δ t : Δ t= =
but n is just a constant, so
n n⋅√(T )⋅(averageDensity )(1/ 3)
k
Δ t=
for some constant k. (equation 2.2)
√(T )⋅( averageDensity)(1/ 3)
L=width of unit _ cell avg =

The reasonable Δt function depends on only one constant (k), so the constant was chosen
based on a single simulation. For one simulation at an average density of 0.85, the Δt that barely
blew the simulation up was found, and the constant(k) was chosen such that the reasonable Δt for
this simulation was ten times less than the Δt that caused this simulation to blow up.
C. Convergence Phase
In fig. 2.2 is an idealized convergence phase. First equilibrium needs to be established,
then convergence with respect to cutoff radius needs to be established, and finally convergence
with respect to Δt needs to be established. If convergence with respect to cutoff radius or Δt
fails, then the appropriate variable needs to be changed, and the entire process starts over again.
In reality, the idealized convergence phase is not followed since the cutoff radius can be
increased, or the Δt be decreased, only to the point the computation time becomes too long. For
this project, the cutoff radius was increased twice to show how the cutoff radius affects the data,
and at the end of the project the Δt for four simulations was decreased by a factor of 10 to show
how Δt affects the data.
Equilibrium was verified by looking at how the pressure and temperature changed over
time. Specifically, the temperature and pressure was averaged in blocks of 20k iterations, then
the blocks were compared to other blocks that were 100k iterations away by looking at the
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modified percent change(%m). The modified percent change was chosen to prevent large percent
changes that occur when the pressure or temperature is near zero, and the modified percent was
also chosen to be symmetric. The modified percent is defined as follows:

∣P1 −P 0∣
⋅100
∣P 1+P 0∣⋅(0.5)+ϵ
where ϵ was chosen to be ϵ=0.3

modified percent change=% m=

(equation 2.3)

A sign of a simulation reaching equilibrium is when the modified percent change in
temperature and pressure stops decreasing, but it is hard to observe when the modified percent
change has stopped decreasing due to the natural variations in the temperature and pressure. To
decrease the noise, all simulations were run in tandem, the modified percent change between
between blocks that were separated by 100k iterations was calculated for each simulation, then
the modified percents for all simulations was grouped together by iteration number, and finally
each group of data was characterized by the root mean square(RMS). A sign of all simulations
reaching equilibrium is when the RMS of the modified percent change of the pressure and
temperature stops decreasing.
D. Data Collection Phase
Data collection involves calculating the following for each simulation: average pressure,
average temperature, and average liquid/solid density.
Calculating the average pressure and temperature was straightforward since the
instantaneous pressure and temperature calculations were carried out by LAMMPS. To calculate
the average pressure and temperature, the instantaneous pressure and temperature was extracted
from a log.LAMMPS file which LAMMPS created to print out the instantaneous data. The
pressure and temperature from the last 300k iterations was used to calculate the average pressure
and temperature.
Calculating the liquid and solid density was much more involved due to a liquid and solid
existing in the same simulation. To calculate the average liquid and solid density, the
instantaneous liquid and solid density was calculated for 60 random snapshots in the last 300k
iterations, then those 60 samples were averaged to find the average liquid and solid densities.
To calculate the instantaneous solid density of a snapshot, a group of solid atoms was
identified using the phase quantifying algorithm, and the volume of that group was calculated
using a modified Monte Carlo integration algorithm.
The main observation used in the phase quantifying algorithm is that atoms in a liquid
phase tend to swap nearest neighbors while atoms in a solid phase tend to keep the same nearest
neighbors. By checking if an atom is swapping nearest neighbors over time, it is possible to
decide if an atom lies in a liquid or solid region. The two main issues are quantifying what is a
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nearest neighbor, and a test to determine if an atom lies within a liquid or solid region based on
how the nearest neighbors are changing.
For this project, an atom was defined to be a nearest neighbor to a given atom if it was
within 0.7586 unit_cellsavg of the given atom. While coding the modified Monte Carlo integration
algorithm, a natural definition of a nearest neighbor to a given atom was that any atom that
partially owned a cube with the given atom would be a nearest neighbor. For each cube, each
corner was assigned an atom based on which atom was closest to a given corner, so any atoms
that shared a cube could be considered nearest neighbors. The box can be split into many small
cubes which can be used to compile a list of which atoms are nearest neighbors. Although there
was no time to re-program the code using this new definition of a nearest neighbor, both
definitions do not set a minimum force at which an atom would no longer be a nearest neighbor.
Having a crude nearest neighbor definition, the first test to determine if an atom was
within a liquid or solid region simply looked at the nearest neighbors for two instantaneous
snapshots that were separated by 50k iterations. For each atom, a counter was incremented for
every neighbor that was found in both snapshots, while the counter was decremented for every
neighbor that was found in the first snapshot that wasn't in the second snapshot. If the counter
was positive, then the atom was most likely in a solid region, otherwise the atom was most likely
in a liquid region. It was observed that this test to determine which atoms were in a liquid or
solid region produced very noisy data; in most cases the noise was a handful of atoms that were
labeled as being within a liquid or solid region when they clearly weren't, but in some extreme
cases an entire snapshot might be labeled as a liquid when there clearly was a decent amount of
solid in the simulation.
To reduce the noise, an alternative test was coded that compared an instantaneous first
snapshot to a handful of other snapshots which were roughly 50k iterations away. For each atom,
a counter was incremented if a neighbor in the first snapshot was in any of the handful of
snapshots, otherwise the counter was decremented. If the counter was positive, then the atom
was most likely in a solid region, otherwise the atom was most likely in a liquid region. This new
test produced stable results in comparison to the first test, but there was still some noise in the
final results.
To reduce the noise even further, a smoothing algorithm was implemented by performing
the following: anything next to a solid region is labeled as a solid atom, anything next to a liquid
region is labeled as a liquid atom, anything next to a liquid region is labeled as a liquid atom, and
finally anything that is next to a solid atom is labeled as a solid atom. The first step eliminates
any small liquid regions identified within the solid region. The two middle steps undoes most of
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the first step while also eliminating any small solid regions identified within the liquid region.
The final step undoes most of the two middle steps. For the density calculations, the final step
was ignored, and the two middle steps were applied three times rather than twice; the reason for
this was to calculate the solid density using only solid atoms that were about two atoms away
from the solid/liquid boundary.
Using the group of solid atoms identified by the phase quantifying algorithm, the density
of that group was found using a variation of Monte Carlo integration. Regular Monte Carlo
integration involves choosing many random points within the volume of the simulation, then the
volume of the solid group is V*Ng/Ntotal where V is the volume of the simulation, Ng is the number
of random points that belong to the group, and Ntotal is the total number of random points. A point
is defined to belong to the solid group if that point is closer to at least one solid atom compared to
all other atoms.
Although regular Monte Carlo integration is easy to implement, a modified version of
Monte Carlo integration was used to speed up the density computations. This modified Monte
Carlo integration algorithm identified cubes that belonged wholly or partially to the solid group,
then regular Monte Carlo integration was applied to the partially owned cubes. A cube was
defined to wholly belong to the solid group if a single solid atom was closer to all the corners of
the cube compared to all other liquid atoms, and a partially owned cube was defined as a cube
that did not wholly belong to a liquid or solid atom. Once Monte Carlo integration is applied to
the boundary cubes, the total volume is simply the sum of the volume of each wholly owned cube
plus the spare volume in the boundary cubes which was determined by regular Monte Carlo
integration.
The modified Monte Carlo integration algorithm can be seen in action by considering a
2d analogy which can be seen in fig. 2.2. Although the overhead in identifying which squares
belong to the quarter circle is rather high, the modified algorithm is overall faster since it focuses
the regular Monte Carlo integration algorithm along the boundary. In particular, the regular
Monte Carlo integration in fig. 2.2A is the expected number of samples that can be taken in the
time it takes the modified Monte Carlo integration to set up and take 12 samples. The regular
Monte Carlo integration algorithm has double the error as the modified algorithm, so it will take
roughly 6000 more samples for the regular algorithm to catch up to the modified algorithm. Even
after the regular algorithm has caught up, it will take the regular algorithm another 24000 samples
to decrease the error in half while the modified algorithm requires only 90 more samples to
reduce the error in half.
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Figure 2.2: A demonstration of regular Monte Carlo integration compared to a modified
Monte Carlo integration algorithm. The modified Monte Carlo integration algorithm
performs a test to determine which squares are wholly or partially owned by the quarter
circle. For each plot, the average percent error was found by performing 100k trials of
the specified integration, 2000 samples for the left and 12 samples for the right, finding
the percent error for each trial, then finding the average percent error for the 100k trials.
Getting back to the actual density calculations, the initial percent error of the modified
algorithm is proportional to the volume of all the partially owned boundary cubes, so a special
case was implemented when a cube was split by exactly one plane; this special case corresponds
to when a partially owned cube has a single solid atom that is closer to all corners of the cube
compared to all other solid atoms and when a single liquid atom is closer to all corners of the
cube compared to all other liquid atoms. The volume of this special cube can be found easily
since the cube is split by exactly one plane.
The application of this special case can be seen in fig. 2.3 in which the 2d boundary
before this special case was implemented was reduced down to clusters that lie along a line.
Looking at this special case in action, a second special case becomes obvious: a cube split by
exactly two planes. Applying this second special case would reduce the boundary cubes to
clusters of cubes around points, but it was decided not to apply the second special case for at least
the following reasons: it would take time to code the second special case, the extra coding might
introduce mistakes, the modified Monte Carlo integration algorithm using the first special case
was already fast enough for the desired precision.
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Figure 2.3: Demonstration of applying a special case to the modified Monte Carlo
integration algorithm to reduce the computation time of the density calculations. The
boundary defined with no special case can be seen in plot B, while the boundary with the
special case can be seen in plot C and D. The percent error is proportional to the volume
of the boundary cubes, so the special case increases the initial accuracy.
The accuracy of the modified Monte Carlo integration algorithm was verified by
initializing a simulation to a perfect fcc solid at absolute zero with a density of 1.0. The actual
error could be computed since each atom should have a density of 1.0, so the modified Monte
Carlo integration was verified by comparing the expected error to the actual error; the results of
this comparison are in appendix A.
Using the modified Monte Carlo integration algorithm combined with the phase
quantifying algorithm, the density of the solid group was calculated for 60 samples in the last
300k iterations for each simulation, then the results were averaged to find the average solid
density.
Similarly, the instantaneous liquid density of each sample could be found by labeling a
liquid atom as a solid atom and vice versa, then applying the algorithm that found the
instantaneous solid density for each of the 60 random samples; the results were averaged to find
the average liquid density.
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Using the density of the liquid and solid for each simulation, it was possible to identify
any simulations that collapsed into a liquid or solid by looking for any simulations with a liquid
or solid density very close to the average density. The logic behind this can be seen easily by
noting that every coexistence point simulation can be created by implementing the tedious
method. In order to implement the tedious method, the hot side is heated up until it turns into a
liquid. However; the liquid side must have a lower density than the solid, so the density of the
liquid side must drop which forces the density of the solid side to increase. The liquid density
drops below the average density while the solid density rises above the average density, so if a
simulation has a liquid or solid density close to the average density, than the simulation most
likely contains only one phase.
For the mathematically inclined, an alternative derivation of the logic is as follows:

First define the average density by letting:
N tot =total number of atoms, N solid =total number of solid atoms
N liquid =total number of liquid atoms, ρ=average density
ρsolid =density of the solid atoms, ρliquid =density of the liquid atoms
N solid + N liquid
so that ρ=
N solid /ρ solid +N liquid /ρliquid
N
Notice that N tot = N solid + N liquid and V = ρtot ⇒
N
N /ρ +N liquid /ρliquid N solid N liquid
V = ρtot = N tot⋅ solid solid
=ρ
+ρ
solid
liquid
N solid + N liquid
N
N
V⋅N solid
if ρ solid =ρ then ρ solid = ρsolid =
then
solid
N tot
V⋅N solid N liquid
N
N
V⋅(N tot −N solid ) V⋅N liquid N liquid
V=
+ρ
⇒ ρ liquid =V⋅(1− solid )=
=
=ρ
⇒
liquid
liquid
liquid
N tot
N tot
N tot
N tot
N tot
N
=ρliquid = tot =ρ=ρsolid ⇒ the liquid and solid have collapsed to the same state.
V
V
The equations show that if one phase is at the average density, then the other phase must
also be at the average density; this means both phases are essentially the same, so the simulation
has collapsed into one phase. Any simulation that has a solid or liquid density close to the
average density should be removed. Once any simulations that have collapsed were removed, the
results were tallied and compared with the results from Mastny et al.
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III. RESULTS
Note: all graphs use Lennard-Jones reduced units.
A. Setup
Although eight data points were used to create the original interpolation of the expected
temperature needed to maintain a coexistence point after a simulation was re-sized, the
interpolation was updated as more simulations were created. The final expected temperature
needed to maintain a coexistence point vs the average density is as follows:

T (d ):=−12.146447+12.799187⋅d +17.002012⋅(d −1.2)2+3.003609⋅(d −1.2)3
−7.35856⋅( d −1.2)4+37.433655⋅(d −1.2)5+67.026393⋅(d −1.2)6 (equation 3.1)
where d =average density
The only other variable that needed to be determined in the setup phase was the
reasonable Δt vs the average density. Crude approximations were used to find a reasonable Δt
function that had only one free parameter. The free parameter was chosen based on one
coexistence point simulation at an average density of 0.85; the Δt of this simulation was
increased until the simulation barely exploded in 10k iterations, then the free parameter was
chosen such that the Δt for this simulation was one tenth the Δt that caused this simulation to
blow up. The reasonable Δt is as follows:
ΔT=

0.003⋅g (d )
g (0.85)

(equation 3.2)

1
√ T (d )⋅d 1/ 3
d =average density and T (d )is defined in equaiton 3.1
where g (d ):=

To check how well the crude approximations worked, the reasonable Δt was converted
into a Δt_max, the Δt that barely causes a simulation to blow up, by the following:
Δt_max=10*Δt. The experimental Δt_max was found and plotted in fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: The predicted and experimental Δt_max are compared in these plots. The Δt_max is
the Δt that barely causes a simulation to blow up in 5k iterations. Figure B plots the %error of
the predicted curve relative to the data.
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B. Equilibrium
As can be seen in fig. 3.2, it is very hard to see how the pressure is changing by using raw
data. Rather than deal with raw data, the modified percent change(% m, see equation 2.3) was
taken between the two plots in fig. 3.2, then the results were binned into the histogram in fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.2: Each plot represents the average pressure vs the average density; the
average was taken over 20k iterations centered at the indicated iteration. These plots
show the difficulty in trying to see when equilibrium occurs when using raw data.

Figure 3.3: The modified percent change(%m) of the pressure between the two plots in
fig. 3.2 was taken and binned into this histogram. This histogram shows how the
pressure change between two data sets can be characterized by the RMS of the modified
percent change.
By itself, the histogram in fig. 3.3 only shows a snapshot of how the pressure has
changed, so in order to show how the pressure is changing over time, the histogram was
characterized by the RMS of the modified percent change, then in fig. 3.4, the RMS was plotted
vs the iteration number. Equilibrium should occur when the RMS of the modified percent change
stops decreasing, but as can be seen in fig. 3.4.(A,C,E), the only place that is clearly not at
equilibrium is the first 200k iterations.
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Figure 3.4: The RMS of the %m change between two blocks is plotted vs the iteration
that lies between the two blocks. The two blocks were separated by 100k iterations, and
the width of each block is indicated in each plot. A block is an entire
pressure/temperature vs average density plot(see fig. 3.2) where the block width
represents the number of iterations that the pressure/temperature was averaged over.
Note that the blue vertical lines represent where the cutoff radius was increased.

Figure 3.5: Plots of the %m change between a block relative to some reference point.
The left and right plots represent the %m change in temperature and pressure respectively.
Plots A,B,C,D show how a reference point that is a particular block forces the natural
variations to be in phase at one point. The reference point for plots E and F was chosen
to be the average temperature/pressure from iteration 300k to the point the cutoff radius
was increased(which occurs at the left blue dashed line).
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C. Convergence
The following three methods were used to verify how well the simulations converged:
plotting the %m change in a block relative to some reference point, plotting the % m change
between two blocks that were separated by 100k iterations, and using all available data to
calculate the average pressure and temperature before and after a variable was changed.
1. convergence with respect to cutoff radius
The purpose of fig. 3.5 is to show that using a particular block as a reference point gives
bad results, and to show how the pressure/temperature is changing relative to the average
pressure/temperature before the cutoff radius was increased. Since the pressure should always
decrease as the cutoff radius is increased, the relative change in pressure should always increase,
so fig. 3.5.F shows that the pressure will probably not change by more than 1% m. Also, fig.3.5E
shows that the temperature hasn't change as the cutoff radius was increased, which is unfortunate
since previous work from Mastny et al.4 has shown the temperature should change as the cutoff
radius is changed.
An alternative to plotting the change relative to a constant reference point is to make the
reference point always be 100k iterations before or after the current block. As can be seen in fig.
3.6.B, the pressure changed significantly after the first cutoff radius increase, but less than a 1% m
change in pressure occurred after the second cutoff radius increase.

Figure 3.6: Plots of the average %m change between two blocks that were separated by
100k iterations vs the iteration number that lies between those two blocks. The blocks
were 20k iterations wide.
A last attempt to see the expected temperature change as the cutoff radius was increased
was to use all the available data to calculate the average pressure/temperature for each region;
let region 1,2, and 3 be where the simulations used a cutoff radius of 2.5σ, 3.78 unit_cells avg, and
5.04 unit_cellsavg respectively. The average modified percent change between each region is
tabulated in table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: The average modified percent change between regions 1,2, and 3.
change in
region 1→2(%m)
region 2→3(%m)
region 1→3(%m)
temperature
0.1462
0.1559
0.1662
pressure
15.28
0.8030
16.02

Figure 3.7: These histograms show how the temperature is changing from the first
region to the second and third region. The regular percent change was taken relative to
the second and third region for plots A and B respectively.
As can be seen in table 3.1, the average %m change in temperature is not higher than the
noise level in fig. 3.6.A. Had the signal been above the noise, then the temperature would have
clearly changed. Considering that random variations might have decreased the average signal
below the expected 0% to 1% change in temperature, for each simulation the % change between
the indicated regions was binned into the histogram in fig. 3.7.
2. convergence with respect to Δt
Checking for convergence with respect to Δt was potentially time consuming since it took
about a week to run all simulations for 100k iterations using a cutoff radius of 5.04 unit_cells avg,
which means it would take four weeks to simulate the equivalent time of 40k iterations using the
previous Δt. Rather than run all simulations for multiple weeks, only four simulations were run
for a few days.
As can be seen in fig. 3.8, the method that used a reference point which was 100k
iterations away failed to see the pressure change after the cutoff radius was increased a second
time. To compensate for the noise, all available data in the last two stages of the project was used
find the average pressure and temperature; the results are tabulated in table 3.2, and the numbers
indicate the temperature has changed by less than 0.4%.
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Figure 3.8: For four simulations, the average %m change between two blocks that were
separated by 100k iterations was plotted vs the iteration number that lies between those
two blocks. The blocks were 20k iterations wide. These plots show how noisy the
analysis is when using only four simulations, and the plots also shows how the modified
percent change failed to prevent a large %m when the pressure is nearly zero(see plot B).
Table 3.2: The average pressure for the last two regions for the simulations in fig. 3.8 are
tabulated here. Region 1 and 2 correspond to data taken using a cutoff radius of 2.5σ and 3.78
unit_cellsavg respectively. Region 3 and 4 used a cutoff radius of 5.04 unit_cells avg, but region 4
used a Δt that was ten times less than region 3.
Average
Region 1
Region 2
Region 3
Region 4
Density
====================(temperature,pressure)======================
0.894891
(0.6880,0.7770) (0.6921,-0.02345)
(0.6907,-0.04451) (0.6900,-0.03737)
1.03316
(1.309,9.669)
(1.311,8.662)
(1.311,8.622)
(1.315,8.591)
1.086855
(1.974,21.44)
(1.981,20.22)
(1.968,20.26)
(1.967,20.26)
1.148297
(2.591,33.96)
(2.590,32.65)
(2.588,32.60)
(2.597,32.54)
D. Final Results
1. Pressure Vs Temperature
For each simulation, the pressure and temperature was averaged over the final 300k
iterations, and the results are plotted in fig. 3.9. As can be seen in in fig. 3.9.B, the results vary by
about 2% of the expected results. The expected results are from Mastny et al. in which they used
an interpolation of the form:

P coex=β−5/ 4⋅exp(−0.4759⋅β1 /2 )⋅(16.890+A⋅β+B⋅β2 )
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Applying a least squares interpolation to the data from this project indicate that
A=(-8.1887) and B=(-2.3942). The difference between the data and the least squares
interpolation was used to create weights for a χ 2 interpolation. The weights were generated by
first looking at clusters of 17 data points near each other, and taking the standard deviation of the
difference between the pressure data and the least squares regression. Then the standard
deviation of each cluster was plotted vs the temperature of the data point in the middle of the
cluster; the least squares interpolation of this plot represents roughly the uncertainty in the
pressure, so this least squares regression was used to generate the weights for the χ 2 interpolation.
The χ2 interpolation indicate that A=(-8.1137) and B=(-2.4841). How well the least squares and
χ2 interpolation fit the expected results can be seen in fig. 3.10.

Figure 3.9: Plot of the results of this project compared to the expected results. Figure B
plots the percent error relative to the expected results. Note that two data points near
pressure zero lie outside the range of plot B

Figure 3.10: Plot of the %error in the least squares and χ2
interpolation of the data from this project relative to the
expected results.
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2. Density Vs Temperature
The density calculations were implemented using the phase quantifying algorithm with
noise reduction in combination with a modified Monte Carlo integration algorithm. For each
simulation, 60 random snapshots were taken from the final 300k iterations, then the liquid and
solid density was calculated for those snapshots; the results were averaged to find the average
liquid and solid density. The average liquid/solid density for each simulation vs the temperature
is plotted in fig. 3.11.

Figure 3.11: The average liquid/solid density vs temperature is compared to the
expected results. The density data in plot A includes error bars, while plot B looks at how
many standard deviations away the density data is from the expected curve.
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IV. DISCUSSION
A. Setup Phase
The phase quantifying algorithm was first built to allow the computer to decide if a
simulation occurred at a coexistence point. The algorithm was used on an initial 362 simulations,
and all 362 simulations were marked as being at a coexistence point. Due to time constraints,
only 105 simulations were used as the project progressed. In the data collection phase, the phase
quantifying algorithm was used in combination with a noise reducing algorithm to calculate the
average density of each simulation. An additional indicator of a simulation collapsing to one
phase is when the liquid or solid density is near the average density. Fortunately, all 105
simulations did not have a liquid or solid density near the average density, which indicates that
the re-sizing method successfully created at least 105 coexistence point simulations.
Given the crude approximations used to derive the reasonable Δt curve, it is surprising
that the predicted Δt_max was within 6% of the actual Δt_max. In hindsight, the reasonable Δt
curve should have been based on the interpolation of the actual Δt_max since the reasonable Δt
needs to be verified eventually.
B. Convergence Phase
Overall, the convergence phase had mixed results. The tests for equilibrium successfully
showed that the re-sizing method needed about 200k iterations to reach equilibrium, but those
tests failed to observe the equilibrium point when the cutoff radius was increased; this failure is
most likely due to the simulations being very close to equilibrium after the cutoff radius was
increased.
The tests for convergence worked fairly well to see how the pressure changed as the
cutoff radius was increased, but this is most likely due to the pressure dropping instantly when the
cutoff radius was increased. Unfortunately, the tests were not able to see the expected variations
in temperature as the cutoff radius was increased, but it should be noted that previous work by
Mastny et al.4 looked at only the variations in temperature for a pressure of 1.0 as the cutoff
radius was increased, so the variation in the temperature for a range of pressures as the cutoff
radius is increased is unknown.
There was significant noise while trying to verify convergence with respect to Δt using
only four simulations. To decrease the noise, all available data was used to compare how the
average pressure and temperature changed before and after the Δt was decreased. Excluding the
pressure near zero, it was found the pressure and temperature changed by at most 0.4%; whether
or not this result is within the noise level is unknown at this time.
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It should be noted that there is a weakness in the test that compared the % m difference
between a block relative to a constant reference point. The weakness occurs when a variable is
changed twice and a change in pressure or temperature is observed after both variable changes;
after the second time the variable is changed, there is a possibility that half the simulations will
move towards the reference point while the other half moves away, which will cause a small
signal even though all the simulations are changing.
C. Data Collection and Final Results
The final results contain significant noise in the pressure, temperature, and density. In
fig. 3.9.B, the pressure varies by ±2% of the expected curve, yet in fig. 3.10, the interpolations of
the pressure vs temperature agree to within 1% of the expected curve; this indicates that even
though the pressure data is noisy, the interpolation works fairly well.
Unlike the pressure vs temperature data, the density versus temperature data is
consistently above or below the expected curve. To test if the density algorithm was at fault, the
modified Monte Carlo integration algorithm was tested by calculating the density of each atom
within a well defined simulation; a simulation was initialized to a perfect fcc solid at absolute
zero with a density of 1.0. To see how well the algorithm handled a box that did not have a
corner at the origin, the box of the simulation was shifted partially into the negative coordinates.
For each atom, the expected error was close to the actual error(see appendix A), so it is doubtful
that a mistake was made when programming the modified Monte Carlo integration algorithm.
Another possibility is that the lack of convergence in the density data is due to noise. The
phase quantifying algorithm contained noise, so a smoothing algorithm was needed to reduce the
noise while also culling atoms that were within two atoms of the boundary. It is possible that this
smoothing algorithm did not eliminate all the noise in every simulation, but due to time
constraints, the smoothing algorithm could not be verified except for a handful of snapshots when
the algorithm was first programmed(see appendix B).
Provided the smoothing algorithm holds up, another possibility is that the lack of
convergence in the density data is due to the transition density at the liquid/solid boundary. The
density of the bulk liquid is lower than the bulk solid, so there must be a transition at the
boundary. Although the density calculation algorithm culled atoms that were about two atoms
away from the boundary, it is possible that there is not enough atoms within the simulation to
transition from the bulk liquid to the bulk solid.
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V. CONCLUSION
The objective of this project was to develop the tools necessary for one to produce the
pressure vs temperature curve at the melting point with minimal human intervention. The goal of
this project was achieved by the following: using a re-sizing method that could be carried out by
the computer to create many coexistence point simulations, and a phase quantifying algorithm
that allowed the computer to determine if a simulation occurred at a coexistence point.
In regards to the re-sizing method, Morris et al. mention that it was fairly easy to create
new simulations at a coexistence point by predicting the conditions necessary to maintain a
coexistence point2. The re-sizing method also relies on predicting the conditions necessary to
maintain a coexistence point after a coexistence point simulation is re-sized. Unfortunately, it
was found that the re-sizing method requires about 200k iterations to reach equilibrium using a Δt
which was one tenth the Δt_max.
For comparison, Morris et al. used a method that initialized a solid and a liquid separately
at the expected conditions needed to maintain a coexistence point, then the solid and liquid
simulations were fused into one simulation2; Morris et al. found this method requires only 5k
iterations to reach equilibrium2, so the re-sizing method is a rather bad variation of the method
used by Morris et al. However; it only takes about a day to complete the first 200k iterations for
100 simulations using a cutoff radius of 2.5σ, so the re-sizing method isn't unreasonably bad.
In regards to the liquid/solid phase quantifying algorithm, the original purpose of this
algorithm was to allow the computer to determine if a simulation occurred at a coexistence point;
later in the project, this algorithm also allowed the density of the liquid and solid within a
coexistence point simulation to be calculated using a modified Monte Carlo integration algorithm.
Although the density data indicate there is a fault somewhere, what can be said is that the density
data are at least within 2% of the expected curve; this indicates that the phase quantifying
algorithm has at least come close to identifying what is solid and liquid in 105 simulations, which
in itself indicates the phase quantifying algorithm can be used to allow the computer to determine
which simulations occur at a coexistence point.
In regards to the project as a whole, the final pressure vs temperature data has verified
that the coexistence point method can be used to recreate previous work 4 which used a different
method to find the melting line. However; the data can vary by as much as 2% even though the
interpolation agrees to under 1%. Although it has been noted that the coexistence point method
can produce somewhat noisy data4, the 2% variation cannot be attributed to the coexistence point
method until a similar project uses the coexistence point method using a much smaller Δt than
was used in this project.
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VI. FUTURE WORK

1. Re-do this project using a much smaller Δt to show how much noise in the data can be
expected when using the coexistence point method.
2. Using a longer simulation box, show how many atoms are necessary to transition from
the bulk solid to the bulk liquid.
3. Apply the same methods and techniques to a system defined by a modified aluminum
potential.
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IX. APPENDIXES
Appendix A: verification of the modified Monte Carlo integration algorithm
To verify the modified Monte Carlo integration algorithm, a simulation was initialized to
a perfect fcc solid at absolute zero with a density of 1.0, then the density of each atom was
determined and the error was binned into the histogram in fig. 9.1. The average expected percent
error is similar to the RMS of the actual percent error, so the distribution of the actual error is
reasonable.

Figure 9.1: Verifying the modified Monte Carlo integration algorithm using a well
defined system. The simulation was a perfect fcc solid at absolute zero with a density of
1.0. The density of each atom was found using the modified Monte Carlo integration
algorithm, and the actual error was binned into the histogram in this figure.
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To further test the density algorithm, the density of all but one atom was calculated and
the actual error was binned into fig. 9.2. Although the actual error is within a factor two of the
expected error, the actual error is shifted slightly to one side. This project only needed a percent
error of about 0.02%, so the slight shift is not significant for this project, but this shift does raise
some concerns about the maximum accuracy of the algorithm. Some possible causes for the shift
include a mistake in the coding, or round off error when splitting the box into many small cubes.

Figure 9.2: Verifying the modified Monte Carlo integration algorithm using a well
defined system. The simulation was a perfect fcc solid at absolute zero with a density of
1.0. The density of all but one atom was found using the modified Monte Carlo
integration algorithm, and the actual error was binned into the histogram in this figure.
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Appendix B: a demonstration of the smoothing algorithm
The pictures in fig. 9.3 were generated while bug testing the smoothing algorithm.

Figure 9.3: A demonstration of the smoothing algorithm. The phase quantifying
algorithm contained some noise. To reduce the noise, the following steps were done:
anything next to a solid region is labeled as a solid atom(see plot C), anything next to a
liquid region is labeled as a liquid atom(see plot D), repeat the previous step two more
times(plot E and F). As can be seen in plot G, the final result is a group of solid atoms
that contain only atoms that are roughly two atoms away from the liquid/solid boundary.
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Appendix C: Final results in table form
For table 9.1, the region 1,2, and 3 results correspond to the average (temperature,pressure) in the
indicated region. Region 1 corresponds to data taken with 2.5σ, region 2 corresponds to data
taken with 3.78 unit_cellsavg, and region 3 corresponds to data taken with 5.04 unit_cells avg. A
unit_cellavg is defined as the unit cell for a perfect fcc solid with the given avg density(see
equation 2.1).
Table 8.1: The final results in table form.
Avg Density (solid density,deviation)
(liquid density,deviation)
Region 1 Results
Region 2 Results
Region 3 Results
0.894891
(0.945367,0.002520)
(0.852221,0.002479)
(0.688015,0.776958)
(0.692130,-0.023447)
(0.690705,-0.044507)
0.897088
(0.946961,0.002005)
(0.856596,0.001640)
(0.698745,0.893544)
(0.702378,0.092892)
(0.699702,0.078999)
0.899504
(0.949131,0.002452)
(0.859681,0.001897)
(0.709056,1.036114)
(0.709676,0.246487)
(0.711332,0.206379)
0.902327
(0.952490,0.002439)
(0.862528,0.001702)
(0.726033,1.226101)
(0.726817,0.431930)
(0.728079,0.394299)
0.905108
(0.953020,0.002501)
(0.866823,0.002356)
(0.736338,1.359924)
(0.739142,0.550322)
(0.738239,0.518801)
0.905660
(0.954695,0.001823)
(0.865812,0.002715)
(0.740131,1.386615)
(0.742542,0.575753)
(0.742289,0.545511)
0.912037
(0.959077,0.002445)
(0.873975,0.002119)
(0.771039,1.782835)
(0.773836,0.955063)
(0.774059,0.919141)
0.914236
(0.960989,0.002199)
(0.877028,0.001897)
(0.781389,1.929123)
(0.784695,1.093592)
(0.784552,1.060529)
0.917451
(0.963966,0.002152)
(0.880075,0.002177)
(0.797511,2.139612)
(0.801638,1.294398)
(0.801365,1.263658)
0.921306
(0.967725,0.002450)
(0.886750,0.002839)
(0.818115,2.392854)
(0.819794,1.553771)
(0.819478,1.521612)
0.923242
(0.969305,0.001933)
(0.888978,0.002253)
(0.827033,2.533779)
(0.829938,1.682203)
(0.828903,1.655176)
0.923643
(0.968579,0.002330)
(0.888399,0.002513)
(0.830586,2.551665)
(0.831831,1.707797)
(0.833905,1.659554)
0.925751
(0.971035,0.001954)
(0.890046,0.002066)
(0.840572,2.698850)
(0.843601,1.837647)
(0.844594,1.800755)
0.927447
(0.972179,0.002140)
(0.893898,0.001760)
(0.849862,2.823586)
(0.852953,1.963607)
(0.851902,1.933270)
0.935331
(0.980304,0.002322)
(0.903512,0.001686)
(0.892806,3.396631)
(0.894892,2.528321)
(0.892865,2.505668)
0.935790
(0.981462,0.002114)
(0.903810,0.002174)
(0.895765,3.429496)
(0.896540,2.566636)
(0.895717,2.536412)
0.938315
(0.982445,0.002369)
(0.905044,0.002078)
(0.910805,3.611610)
(0.911770,2.744811)
(0.913417,2.697610)
0.941340
(0.985670,0.002336)
(0.910277,0.001870)
(0.925391,3.860633)
(0.926982,2.982183)
(0.926088,2.952340)
0.944775
(0.987317,0.002068)
(0.912592,0.002209)
(0.944953,4.129172)
(0.948027,3.233831)
(0.949855,3.184540)
0.945331
(0.987996,0.001926)
(0.914146,0.001867)
(0.945850,4.127238)
(0.949149,3.227465)
(0.947338,3.201546)
0.952098
(0.995187,0.002130)
(0.922063,0.002297)
(0.987925,4.719143)
(0.987024,3.837395)
(0.989356,3.779951)
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0.954196
(0.996257,0.002071)
(0.922209,0.001766)
(0.995586,4.842051)
(0.997655,3.937277)
(1.000394,3.880200)
0.954677
(0.998034,0.002153)
(0.924546,0.002744)
(1.004345,4.925566)
(1.005224,4.023157)
(1.004124,3.992198)
0.954931
(0.997947,0.002644)
(0.924556,0.001937)
(1.004323,4.957409)
(1.005027,4.054897)
(1.007391,4.001375)
0.960384
(1.002566,0.002231)
(0.930561,0.002161)
(1.035172,5.433167)
(1.037017,4.511707)
(1.039197,4.460367)
0.962843
(1.004812,0.002570)
(0.933455,0.001762)
(1.046436,5.575185)
(1.046719,4.663407)
(1.047710,4.616499)
0.962875
(1.004176,0.002577)
(0.931604,0.001604)
(1.047254,5.575170)
(1.048454,4.652159)
(1.051041,4.599354)
0.969640
(1.012575,0.002413)
(0.941032,0.001865)
(1.091847,6.258015)
(1.095290,5.308239)
(1.092790,5.288076)
0.976633
(1.019149,0.002208)
(0.949472,0.001466)
(1.135588,6.911540)
(1.137110,5.962026)
(1.134746,5.939610)
0.978115
(1.019966,0.002176)
(0.949887,0.002100)
(1.143814,7.060661)
(1.150720,6.075115)
(1.146363,6.061985)
0.980145
(1.020364,0.002380)
(0.952067,0.001470)
(1.151410,7.181588)
(1.154239,6.214402)
(1.152986,6.183242)
0.980600
(1.021222,0.002148)
(0.951555,0.001598)
(1.160342,7.297541)
(1.163028,6.333676)
(1.165957,6.273892)
0.981603
(1.021980,0.002129)
(0.953964,0.001719)
(1.166337,7.397860)
(1.169798,6.422030)
(1.169273,6.386691)
0.988250
(1.028835,0.002773)
(0.962206,0.001715)
(1.209805,8.059455)
(1.212958,7.076115)
(1.208978,7.058007)
0.993133
(1.033861,0.002160)
(0.967016,0.001972)
(1.241939,8.563836)
(1.242397,7.588177)
(1.240506,7.556809)
1.003316
(1.043289,0.002645)
(0.977105,0.001967)
(1.308937,9.668670)
(1.311222,8.661679)
(1.310500,8.622131)
1.011843
(1.050330,0.002349)
(0.985116,0.001853)
(1.368709,10.550921)
(1.371376,9.524154)
(1.366774,9.509206)
1.015848
(1.055053,0.001888)
(0.990156,0.001578)
(1.399500,11.082623)
(1.398345,10.076100)
(1.397425,10.034615)
1.016548
(1.055615,0.002569)
(0.990900,0.001878)
(1.400974,11.120422)
(1.399718,10.110846)
(1.398229,10.071846)
1.021824
(1.060933,0.002861)
(0.995692,0.001871)
(1.443079,11.796259)
(1.445517,10.748187)
(1.441904,10.727320)
1.025631
(1.063800,0.002460)
(0.998535,0.001805)
(1.467654,12.289341)
(1.471478,11.226494)
(1.473688,11.161181)
1.028446
(1.067650,0.002171)
(1.003181,0.001887)
(1.490434,12.629966)
(1.490726,11.583766)
(1.486727,11.564462)
1.030351
(1.069762,0.002271)
(1.005828,0.001894)
(1.503940,12.876530)
(1.507395,11.805130)
(1.499549,11.811376)
1.032850
(1.070295,0.002661)
(1.007182,0.001756)
(1.525300,13.179577)
(1.523986,12.134895)
(1.524844,12.080339)
1.033135
(1.070749,0.002701)
(1.006971,0.002137)
(1.523668,13.242398)
(1.522156,12.200600)
(1.526759,12.119178)
1.035724
(1.074331,0.002939)
(1.009396,0.002894)
(1.543267,13.581086)
(1.547221,12.496658)
(1.546706,12.451464)
1.042010
(1.079894,0.002282)
(1.015882,0.001979)
(1.593849,14.414537)
(1.593705,13.344860)
(1.596256,13.276137)
1.042014
(1.080121,0.002434)
(1.015527,0.001936)
(1.592785,14.414273)
(1.591375,13.350193)
(1.593972,13.285421)
1.042225
(1.080545,0.002519)
(1.016777,0.001721)
(1.594569,14.443332)
(1.590874,13.392359)
(1.593739,13.324959)
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1.046570
(1.083925,0.002365)
(1.021073,0.001808)
(1.628147,15.045577)
(1.634008,13.921882)
(1.629118,13.905237)
1.049533
(1.086707,0.002202)
(1.023365,0.001604)
(1.651381,15.462975)
(1.652906,14.363184)
(1.654881,14.299822)
1.050621
(1.087984,0.002203)
(1.025003,0.001874)
(1.660995,15.651962)
(1.661806,14.554708)
(1.663080,14.495861)
1.055694
(1.093568,0.002333)
(1.029531,0.002055)
(1.700229,16.355077)
(1.701356,15.248244)
(1.703162,15.182796)
1.057545
(1.095149,0.002176)
(1.032583,0.002259)
(1.717890,16.608206)
(1.714566,15.528742)
(1.713536,15.481346)
1.059279
(1.096504,0.002410)
(1.032652,0.002020)
(1.729227,16.885999)
(1.727400,15.787033)
(1.734293,15.688499)
1.059785
(1.096716,0.002597)
(1.034669,0.002144)
(1.734401,16.954560)
(1.731620,15.863954)
(1.734025,15.793674)
1.060538
(1.097255,0.002068)
(1.034413,0.001964)
(1.741141,17.063797)
(1.740825,15.952102)
(1.745712,15.868290)
1.064078
(1.101194,0.002078)
(1.039132,0.001506)
(1.769559,17.607996)
(1.766705,16.508507)
(1.768121,16.447448)
1.064460
(1.101575,0.002181)
(1.039564,0.002255)
(1.773468,17.659559)
(1.773667,16.538309)
(1.772303,16.495513)
1.066681
(1.103885,0.002630)
(1.041487,0.001987)
(1.793011,17.997346)
(1.788206,16.906076)
(1.792210,16.823099)
1.069281
(1.107139,0.002356)
(1.044991,0.001583)
(1.818878,18.490018)
(1.817526,17.368728)
(1.815731,17.326662)
1.073765
(1.111185,0.002979)
(1.049151,0.002097)
(1.848031,19.154135)
(1.848644,18.008355)
(1.849437,17.949123)
1.073915
(1.110718,0.002534)
(1.048929,0.002158)
(1.852402,19.156883)
(1.850380,18.029056)
(1.853384,17.953824)
1.073991
(1.111032,0.002490)
(1.049260,0.002127)
(1.852552,19.172601)
(1.850593,18.046058)
(1.852680,17.974729)
1.077351
(1.114775,0.001962)
(1.051600,0.001754)
(1.885093,19.838524)
(1.883374,18.701218)
(1.893303,18.580037)
1.078449
(1.115713,0.002151)
(1.053115,0.001782)
(1.890071,19.907399)
(1.889169,18.761285)
(1.892425,18.686955)
1.083259
(1.120726,0.002709)
(1.059412,0.001789)
(1.939683,20.828961)
(1.937761,19.679400)
(1.937056,19.629295)
1.086855
(1.124508,0.002387)
(1.063993,0.001877)
(1.973943,21.441641)
(1.981344,20.221518)
(1.968167,20.255844)
1.087943
(1.124743,0.001920)
(1.063111,0.001907)
(1.978112,21.486942)
(1.973546,20.348561)
(1.975858,20.275753)
1.088551
(1.125083,0.002520)
(1.064639,0.002037)
(1.982545,21.600854)
(1.983423,20.423113)
(1.977852,20.402781)
1.090143
(1.126753,0.002665)
(1.066248,0.002232)
(2.004062,22.021809)
(2.001598,20.860373)
(2.006156,20.771165)
1.093557
(1.130431,0.003068)
(1.069395,0.001516)
(2.035212,22.639089)
(2.031499,21.480946)
(2.036324,21.390163)
1.095816
(1.133526,0.002718)
(1.072031,0.002305)
(2.053878,23.067223)
(2.058578,21.843686)
(2.055231,21.811253)
1.097358
(1.134669,0.002699)
(1.074167,0.002043)
(2.064090,23.163923)
(2.061744,21.988559)
(2.054251,21.983181)
1.101415
(1.139350,0.003075)
(1.077291,0.001744)
(2.102496,23.905444)
(2.102512,22.703915)
(2.095146,22.698208)
1.102216
(1.137350,0.002504)
(1.076058,0.001789)
(2.109195,24.061368)
(2.113093,22.835432)
(2.118763,22.733737)
1.104152
(1.140466,0.002559)
(1.079764,0.002065)
(2.127366,24.426622)
(2.126380,23.228336)
(2.124097,23.183581)
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1.105474
(1.143233,0.002566)
(1.081619,0.001770)
(2.147676,24.864172)
(2.148410,23.651294)
(2.147366,23.598622)
1.105891
(1.142982,0.002947)
(1.081851,0.001647)
(2.153601,24.930618)
(2.150912,23.739137)
(2.153403,23.660823)
1.109077
(1.145089,0.002345)
(1.085250,0.002157)
(2.173877,25.370710)
(2.173652,24.153576)
(2.170460,24.114968)
1.112170
(1.149768,0.002660)
(1.089637,0.001953)
(2.215688,26.150942)
(2.207893,24.980330)
(2.209386,24.909149)
1.113595
(1.151764,0.002612)
(1.090811,0.001597)
(2.223568,26.478754)
(2.223157,25.249891)
(2.222155,25.197442)
1.115621
(1.152382,0.002410)
(1.091628,0.001624)
(2.238007,26.654096)
(2.241448,25.395757)
(2.233444,25.391961)
1.119442
(1.157026,0.002684)
(1.096409,0.001830)
(2.289942,27.604801)
(2.281232,26.425896)
(2.283463,26.346809)
1.120171
(1.156127,0.002609)
(1.096147,0.001902)
(2.280372,27.594527)
(2.284871,26.319062)
(2.284579,26.256631)
1.120399
(1.157442,0.003170)
(1.096031,0.002157)
(2.287975,27.603786)
(2.283040,26.395258)
(2.283002,26.335169)
1.120628
(1.157061,0.002845)
(1.096097,0.002289)
(2.289713,27.651764)
(2.292509,26.387686)
(2.287995,26.357814)
1.120855
(1.158505,0.002532)
(1.097665,0.001837)
(2.300360,27.924390)
(2.299464,26.683030)
(2.300250,26.614759)
1.121602
(1.159109,0.002983)
(1.099548,0.001923)
(2.308227,28.075392)
(2.313239,26.793807)
(2.301533,26.813497)
1.124278
(1.160335,0.002936)
(1.099197,0.002245)
(2.327620,28.399924)
(2.319332,27.206283)
(2.330517,27.063074)
1.124552
(1.161222,0.002617)
(1.101260,0.002334)
(2.327874,28.764753)
(2.339375,27.429490)
(2.338983,27.368282)
1.127193
(1.164497,0.002328)
(1.103950,0.001950)
(2.366795,29.239832)
(2.362380,28.011078)
(2.366678,27.916460)
1.128699
(1.164760,0.002542)
(1.104648,0.001527)
(2.382323,29.560874)
(2.378769,28.321092)
(2.388429,28.188210)
1.128819
(1.166193,0.002748)
(1.106207,0.001781)
(2.384258,29.582257)
(2.384098,28.318841)
(2.378674,28.292080)
1.133668
(1.170118,0.002700)
(1.110200,0.001823)
(2.425232,30.396172)
(2.422374,29.138807)
(2.420586,29.087957)
1.137488
(1.174959,0.002128)
(1.114124,0.002150)
(2.473048,31.492873)
(2.472486,30.212308)
(2.474705,30.132471)
1.143172
(1.179722,0.002377)
(1.118031,0.001697)
(2.522978,32.539905)
(2.524086,31.235344)
(2.528049,31.142415)
1.143558
(1.179635,0.002616)
(1.119909,0.001747)
(2.528714,32.616961)
(2.528414,31.324499)
(2.526006,31.271760)
1.145968
(1.182528,0.002132)
(1.122798,0.002137)
(2.552570,33.187316)
(2.558113,31.842222)
(2.549776,31.835149)
1.147289
(1.184446,0.002485)
(1.125136,0.001858)
(2.567535,33.489634)
(2.571290,32.154904)
(2.558220,32.182664)
1.147331
(1.184315,0.002524)
(1.124268,0.001774)
(2.573054,33.462252)
(2.564334,32.219533)
(2.562667,32.163847)
1.148037
(1.184782,0.002966)
(1.125441,0.001971)
(2.579698,33.633567)
(2.579340,32.327501)
(2.568627,32.335880)
1.148095
(1.185027,0.002833)
(1.124608,0.001745)
(2.588685,33.908324)
(2.584314,32.629212)
(2.593370,32.497611)
1.148295
(1.184559,0.002711)
(1.124341,0.001703)
(2.582436,33.697537)
(2.574378,32.442988)
(2.576763,32.363688)
1.148297
(1.184890,0.002427)
(1.126393,0.001580)
(2.590843,33.956466)
(2.590350,32.647989)
(2.587793,32.600819)
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Revision History
1.01:
Added a note to the top of the results section indicating the units used for the graphs.
Changed figure 2.2 to reflect the variable boxes used in the modified Monte Carlo integration
algorithm.
Changed figure 3.11 since the previous figure did not split the cubes for the solid density. Note
that the results are nearly identical since the previous figure applied Monte Carlo integration to the
boundary cubes, but I made the change for completeness.
Things to change in the future
Nine initial coexistence point simulations were used rather than eight, so I need to change the
appropriate sections.
I need to add demonstration appendixes to help the people who work on the future project to get
their bearings working with LAMMPS and the re-sizing method.
A summary at the end of the introduction will help put the details into one place.
1.00:
The original paper was submitted in print on 05-30-2012 to be graded by Dr. Guenter Schneider.
As requested, a digital copy was sent to Dr. Janet Tate on the same day.

